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Hadith of the Month

Dear parents, staff, and students:
As-Salamu `Alaykum,
Welcome to our last edition of the newsletter for this academic year.
Alhamdulillah, we have reached towards the end of another successful year.
We are currently in our fourth year of operation and we have much success
to celebrate! To top up our list of honors Iqra International School was
awarded as “The best Innovative International pre- school in Bangalore” by
Worldwide Achievers India. It is worth sharing our excitement and
celebration! We have been delighted with the continuous efforts of the
students in preparing for their assessments. We are also eager to start a new
academic year with many more new faces joining us with a lot of zeal and
enthusiasm.
Happy summer! The school year has ended, and I hope you are well on your
way to enjoying summer vacation. We can all be very grateful to Allah of our
accomplishments as a school community. You as parents have always
played a vital role in our success. It is because of your support and
partnership with us that we can accomplish great things and make Iqra the
very best place to learn. Thank you for all you do. Have a wonderful
summer! It will be great to be back together in June with the same delight.
Wasalaam,
Sr Raziya Sultana
Principal in-charge

Abdullah
ibn
Mas’ud
reported: The Messenger of
Allah,

(ﷺ

peace

and

blessings be upon him), said,
“The seekers of two
concerns
are
never
satisfied: the seeker of
knowledge and the seeker
of the world.”Malik ibn
Anas, may Allah have mercy
on him, said, “It is not
befitting for anyone with
knowledge to give up
learning.”
ource Jami’ Bayan al-‘Ilm
423

International English Olympiad Results
A School's name is embellished by the laurels students bring to their school. Iqranians
always fight their battles, overcome their obstacles, work that extra yard and come out
with flying colours. Their achievements are the culmination of all the hard work they
put in throughout the school year. We have Iqra Muinuddin Mulla from Grade 1, Huda
Afifa and Bushra Hasham Chougule from Grade 2 bagging 1st price on an International
Level for the IEO. SubhanAllah!
Six students of Grade 1 and 2 have achieved a special award for excellence in English
and that is certainly a greatest achievement. They bagged a voucher worth Rs 1000, a
merit certificate, an excellence certificate and a gold medal in the International English
Olympiad (IEO) conducted by the Science Olympiad Foundation.

Wasalaam,

Way
to Go Sultana
Iqra Muinuddin Mulla, Huda Afifa and Bushra Hasham Chougule.
Sr Raziya
Congratulations!!!
Allahumma Baarik Lahum.
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Renewing Intentions by Abu Yahya Mansoor
Daanish
We witnessed a reviewing and inspiring session by the consultant of
Iqra International School, Br.Mansoor Danish under the heading
"Renewing Intentions". This was an interactive session during which
we had yet another opportunity to review our intentions and look
deep into how we could make our contribution more beneficial and
everlasting one. Alhumdulillah, Br Mansoor Danish has always given
the best of advices. I would just say that yes, to benefit the ummah we
think we can share our views, but the first person who thought for the
benefit of the ummah was our Prophet Muhammad Sallahu alayhi wa
sallam. Firstly it's a commitment with Allah Subhana WA ta'aala and
next to the leader who is the reason for what we are today. The
workshop as a whole made us more aware of the many subtleties that
are needed to maintain the relationship with the organization we are
working with and standing by during difficult times.

-Dr.Arshya Anjum

Visit to Innovative Film City
In order to be responsible citizens of society, students
must develop social skills and independence and gain
knowledge about the world in which they live. School
field trips and excursion activities provide students
with experiences that are uniquely challenging, that
build self-esteem and confidence to further develop
social skills. For the very first time, an excursion to the
Innovative film city was organized for the grades 3, 4
and 5. It had various attractions such as Aqua
Kingdom, Cartoon City, Dino Park, Mini Golf, Mirror
Maze and many more. Iqranians had a fun filled day
with a lot more information added on to their list.
Students also got to see replicas of international
museums like Tussuad’s Wax Museum and Jurassic
Fossil Museum. Other attractions like Dinosaur World
and haunted mansions as well as 4-D games. It was fun
filled memorable experience.
-Sr. Mumtaz
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Splash Pool – Nursery & Montessori
plash! plash! It’s the time of the year when Iqranians get on to the pool to beat the heat of the scorching summer. As
children love to play in water, Iqra had a colorful child friendly splash pool. This day was completely dedicated to
swimming. Water play is more than just fun. It helps in cognitive development, vocabulary building and social skills.
Iqranians enjoy splash pool activity a lot and they demand, hold and want to extend it as long as possible. Apart from
enjoyment, water play stimulates their imagination, helps in developing gross motor skills. Our pool was well
maintained and taken special care of the hygiene and safety of the kids. -Sr. Qudsia

Graduation -Montessori
The Montessori at Iqra celebrated its Graduation Day on 19th March. Alhamdulillah, we made the event remarkable for
the parents and children who were a part of this special occasion. It was amazing to watch beautiful dressed children
in their graduation gowns and mortar boards. It was the very first time that children from Montessori 2 were prepared
by their parents to introduce the show and they also gave away the vote of thanks to their seniors. Every child of
Montessori 3 was given a chance to talk about their journey of 3 years at Montessori which inspired their teachers. The
moment of the day arrived when they received their Graduation Certificates with pride. We also had a pleasant
experience of getting valuable feedback about their stay at Iqra from the parents of Montessori.
-Sr. Zeeshana
-
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Worldwide Achiever’s Award
Alhumdulillah, after standing tall for 4 glorious years, Iqra International School has bagged yet another great
achievement this year.
A leading Market Research Company “Worldwide Achievers” in association with prominent media outlets like India
Today and Achievers India organised the Asia Education Summit & Awards 2016 on 15th of March 2016 at Hotel The
Ashok, New Delhi. They recognize and award Organizations and Leaders in Real Estate, Business, Healthcare and
Education in various categories. The awards are well researched and chosen by an independent jury and a panel of
professionals who believe in nurturing talent, celebrate creativity, innovation, those pushing the bounds of creative
excellence and recognise the best of the best.
Alhumdulillah Iqra International chool was conferred with a prestigious award of “Best Innovative International Pre
chool in Bangalore” by Honourable Member of Parliament Mrs Kiron Kher, Actress Ms Divya Dutta, Movie Director
Mr Jayant Gilatar, Minister of State for Human Resource Development Mr Upendra Kushwaha, Chiarman of the All
India Anti Terrorist Front Ms Bitta, Member of Parliament Dr Udit Raj, Member of Parliament Dr Sanjay Jaiswal and
Special Commissioner in Delhi Police Dr Muktesh Chander IPS.
An Education Conference was held at the same venue in which eminent educationists including IIS Director Mrs Noor
Ayesha shared their thoughts with the audience. Mrs Noor Ayesha was amongst the panelists of special guests. The
other panelists consisted of prominent personalities like Actress Ms Divya Dutta, Mr. Vijay Iyer - Chief business officer
(HCL talentcare pvt. ltd.) Ms. Neha Berlia - The Apeejay Satya & Svran Group Mr. Jayant Gilatar - Director ( Chalk N
Duster Movie) and Prof. Sandeep Sancheti - VIce Chairman (Manipal University, Jaipur). Mrs Noor Ayesha spoke about
Iqra's journey and expressed the need for value based education in schools, followed by her interview with India
Today.
IIS Chairman Mr Mohammed Nazeer Ahmed and the Founder-Managing Director Mrs Noor Ayesha along with the
Trustees and Advisory Board members dedicate this award to every IIS teacher, parent, student (both present and
past) and all it's well wishers for this great success. Allahumma Baarik Lana.
P.S Stay tuned for information about the telecast of the event.
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Revision and Assessments
At Iqra, we believe revision is an essential part of the exam success. By revising students reinforce all of the
important information they have learnt and refresh the concepts in their mind so they can access them during the
examination. If students put good effort into revising it will be rewarded with a better result. Today's students
need to know not only the basic reading and arithmetic skills, but also skills that will allow them to face a world
that is continually changing. They must be able to think critically, to analyze, and to make inferences. Changes in
the skills, base and knowledge our students require new learning goals; these new learning goals change the
relationship between assessment and instruction.
We assess the students one-on-one with an effective plan so that the students improve their learning and
understanding of concepts. The teachers document the culmination of students’ learning achievements through
various tasks that invite students to demonstrate their mastery and knowledge of the course content.
Formative assessments are ongoing and occur in the daily routine of a classroom. Carried out effectively, they are
embedded within the teaching and learning process and support students to become better learners.
Summative assessments evaluate learning at the end of a specified period of time. Such assessments aim to give
teachers, students and parents clear, evidence-based insight into student understanding of the central idea.
Summative assessments help teachers and students to check and report on student progress. They also evaluate
the effectiveness of completed instructional activities in relation to intended curricular objectives.
-Sr Ash’ha Khairi Ahmed

DATES TO REMEMBER
2nd April

PTM (IIS)

2nd May to 26th May

Intense Hifdh Classes Mon-Fri (9 AM-11 AM)

2nd May to 27th May

Summer Camp (11 AM- 1:30 PM)

1st June

School Re-opens

8th June

School Re-opens for Montessori 2 , 3 and Nursery

Wasalaam
Yours in the service of Islam
Management & Staff
Iqra International School
ISLAMIC TRIVIA
Question for this Month- “Into how many languages of the world has the Holy Qur'an been translated?
Answer to last Month’s Trivia - "22 years, 5 months and 14 days."

